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Former military dictator (1971-78), retired Gen. Hugo Banzer, is running first in the polls among 10
candidates for the May 7 presidential elections. President Victor Paz Estenssoro's government has
been marked by political stability, and severe economic austerity. Banzer promises both "democracy
and well-being." Under the Bolivian Constitution, if no candidate receives more than 50% of the
popular vote, the Congress will select the president from the names of the top three candidates. The
new Congress convenes in early August. The candidate believed to be running second is Gonzalo
Sanchez de Lozada, of Paz Estenssoro's party, the National Revolutionary Movement. Until recently,
Sanchez de Lozada served as Minister of Planning, and authored the current orthodox economic
program. The candidate in third place is believed to be Jaime Paz Zamora, a former vice president
and leader of the Leftist Revolutionary Movement. Founded in the early 1960s, the Movement
is now considered a social democratic party. In the 1985 presidential elections, Banzer finished
first in the popular vote, with Paz Estenssoro a close second. Paz, 81, a two-time former president
was chosen president by the Congress, having received support from the Leftist Revolutionary
Movement in Congress as well as his own party. Sanchez de Lozada said recently that he expected
the Movement to support Banzer in Congress this time this time if the retired general finished
first in the popular vote. The 1982-85 government of Paz Estenssoro's predecessor, Hernan Siles
Suazo, ended in economic chaos. Faced with inflation that reached an accumulated rate of 24,000%
at one point, Paz Estenssoro imposed a severe austerity program before the end of his first year
in office. On the advice of Sanchez de Lozada and Jeffrey Sachs, a Harvard economics professor,
Paz Estenssoro's government lifted exchange rate controls, introduced a successful tax collection
system, and embarked on a program to reduce the fiscal deficit. Most of the deficit was attributed
to the losses of the state tin mining company. The government dismissed more than two-thirds of
the 30,000 miners and closed the biggest mines. Bolivia was once the most important tin producer
in the world. In 1985, world market tin prices effectively collapsed. Inflation last year was down to
20%. Meanwhile, government economic policies increased Bolivia's already high unemployment
rate. Sanchez de Lozada has said that if elected he will attempt to create 250,000 new jobs to cover
the currently unemployed, and those who will be entering the labor market in the next four years.
(Basic data from New York Times, 03/15/89)
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